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PBP18EA / PBP20EA / PBP25EA (AC Ped Pallet Truck)

SBP12EAS (AC Straddle Stacker)

SBP14EAS / SBP18EAS (AC Straddle Stacker)

SBX12EA / SBX15EA (AC-Reach Stacker)

TBR30EA / TBR45EA (Stand on Tow Tractor)

TBS60EA (Sit down Tow Tractor)
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Curved design of front chassis avoids pinching point when lifting.

Curved design of bottom frame ensures proper ground clearance and avoids hurting operator’s feet.

Emergency reverse belly button protects the operator from getting hurt.

Emergency disconnector will cut off power source to avoid accident when the truck goes out of control.

Anti-rolling back brake keeps the truck from rolling down when the truck is travelling on ramp

Load Back Rest (LBR) option avoids cargo from falling down.

Long operation tiller withstands most impacts from crashes.

With the new design of ergonomical tiller head, all buttons can be reached conveniently & comfortably.

Long tiller reduces the steering force greatly.

Adjustable forks, suitable for complicated pallets of cargos.

Creep speed function: when tiller is in near vertical position, the driving speed will decrease automatically, 
allowing delicate operation in confined space. Side-open battery design for easy battery replacement and 
various application.

AC traction motor

Hour meter and battery indicator remind the operator of battery charging.

Easily remove the back cover by only loosing four bolts; Access to all key components for inspection, 
maintenance and replacement.

Vertical motor makes the inspection & Service much more convenient.

Control system allows easy trouble-shooting.

Low voltage cut off setting protects batteries.
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The innovative AC system offers strong power, accurate control, 
excellent performance.

High strength vertical gearbox provides longer reliable uptime.

Low-noise and durable hydraulic unit, high quality cylinder as well 
as hose ensure the high reliability of hydraulic system.

AMP connector and durable electric wires greatly reduce 
malfunctions of components.

One-time formed fork, box type frame and adjustable linkage 
extends the life of undercarriage.
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PBP18EA /  PBP20EA /  PBP25EA
Electric Pallet Truck 1.8/2.0/2.5t
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Electric Pallet Truck 1.8/2.0/2.5tPBP18EA / PBP20EA / PBP25EA
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PBP18EA PBP20EA PBP25EA
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Electric Pallet Truck 1.8/2.0/2.5tPBP18EA / PBP20EA / PBP25EA





Safe hydraulic system design prevents mast from falling down abruptly when hydraulic pipeline cuts off.

Emergency reverse belly button protects the operator from getting hurt.

Emergency disconnector will cut off power source to avoid accident when truck goes out of control.

Multiple lifting limit protection ensures safety.

Automatic switch to lower speed when the fork reaches its setting height.

Anti-rolling back brake keeps the truck from rolling down when the truck is travelling on ramp.

Long operational tiller ensures safety distance for operators.

With the new design of ergonomical tiller head, all buttons can be reached conveniently & comfortably.

Long tiller reduces the steering force greatly.

Adjustable forks, suitable for complicated pallets of cargos.

Creep speed function: when tiller is in near vertical position, the driving speed will decrease automatically, 
allowing delicate operation in confined space. Side-open battery design for easy battery replacement and 
various application.

AC traction motor.

Hour meter and battery indicator remind the operator of battery charging.

Easily remove the back cover by only loosing four bolts; Access to all key components for inspection, 
maintenance and replacement.

Vertical motor makes the inspection & Service much more convenient.

Control system allows easy trouble-shooting.

Mast and chassis are assembled together, easy for maitenance.

Low voltage cut off setting protects batteries.
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The innovative AC system offers strong power, accurate control, excellent performance.

High strength vertical gearbox, longer working life.

Low-noise and durable hydraulic unit, good quality cylinder as well as hose ensure the 
high reliability of hydraulic system.

AMP connector and durable electric wires greatly reduce malfunctions of components

H shape channer mast improves the strength of the whole truck.

Straddle design ensures the stabiliy of high lifting.
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SBP12EAS Electric Stacker 1.2t
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Electric Stacker 1.2tSBP12EAS
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Electric Stacker 1.2tSBP12EAS
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Safe hydraulic system design prevents mast from falling down abruptly when hydraulic pipeline cuts off.

Emergency reverse belly button protects the operator from getting hurt. 

Emergency disconnector will cut off power source to avoid accident when the truck goes out of control.

Multiple lifting limit protection ensures safety.

Automatic switch to lower speed when the fork reaches its selling height.

Anti-rolling back brake keeps the truck from rolling down when the truck is travelling on ramp.

Long operational tiller ensures safety distance for operators.

With the new design of ergonomical tiller head, all buttons can be reached conveniently & comfortably.

Long tiller reduces the steering force greatly.

Adjustable forks, suitable for complicated pallets of cargos.

Creep speed function: when tiller is in near vertical position, the driving speed will decrease automatically, 
allowing delicate operation in confined space. Side-open battery design for easy battery replacement and 
various applications.

AC traction motor

Hour meter and battery indicator remind the operator of battery charging.

Easily remove the back cover by only loosing four bolts; Access to all key components for inspection, 
maintenance and replacement.

Vertical motor makes the inspection & Service much more convenient.

Control system allows easy trouble-shooting.

Mast and chassis are assembled together, easy for maintenance. Low voltage cut off setting protects 

batteries.
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The innovative AC system offers strong power, accurate control, excellent 
performance.

High strength vertical gearbox, longer working life.

Low-noise and durable hydraulic unit, good quality cylinder as well as hose ensure 
the high reliability of hydraulic system.

AMP connector and durable electric wires greatly reduce malfunctions of 
components.

H shape channel mast improves the strenght of the whole truck.

Straddle design ensures the stability of high lifting.
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SBP14EAS / SBP18EAS Electric Stacker 1.4 / 1.8 t 
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SBP14EAS SBP18EAS
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Electric Stacker 1.4/1.8tSBP14EAS / SBP18EAS
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SBP14EAS SBP18EAS
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Electric Stacker 1.4/1.8tSBP14EAS / SBP18EAS





Safe hydraulic system design prevents mast from falling down abruptly when hydraulic pipeline cuts off.

Emergency reverse belly button protects the operator from getting hurt. 

Emergency disconnector will cut off power source to avoid accident when the truck goes out of control.

Multiple lifting limit protection ensures safety.

Automatic switch to lower speed when the fork reaches its setting height.

Anti-rolling back brake keeps the truck from rolling down when the truck is travelling on ramp.

Electric valve will be locked up when power is cut off.

Dual monitoring power steering.
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With the new design of ergonomical tiller head, all buttons can be reached conveniently & comfortably.

Compact design, flexible and operational. 

Side-open battery design for easy battery replacement and various applications.

Electric proportional valve equipped as a standard feature.

Electric power steering, smooth & comfortable (LPS).
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AC traction motor.

Hour meter and battery indicator remind the operator of battery charging.

Easily remove the back cover by only loosing four bolts; Access to all key components for inspection, 
maintenance and replacement.

Vertical motor makes the inspection & Service much more convenient.

Control system allows easy trouble-shooting.

Mast and chassis are assembled together, easy for maintenance. Low voltage cut off setting protects 
batteries.
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The innovative AC system offers strong power, accurate control, excellent performance.

High strength vertical gearbox, longer working life.

Low-noise and durable hydraulic unit, good quality cylinder as well as hose ensure the high 
reliability of hyraulic system.

AMP connector and durable electric wires greatly reduce malfunctions of components.

CJ shape mast channel improves the strenght of the whole truck.

Applied of with electric valve & better heat releasing systems support long time operation.
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SBX12EA / SBX15EA Electric Stacker 1.2 / 1.5t 
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SBX12EA SBX15EA
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Electric Stacker 1.2/1.5tSBX12EA / SBX15EA



SBX12EA SBX15EA
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Electric Stacker 1.2/1.5tSBX12EA / SBX15EA



MASTSERVICE WEIGHT (Include battery)

DIMENSIONS (mm)

BATTERY (mm)

SBX12EA SBX15EA

SBX12EA / SBX15EA

SBX12EA / SBX15EA

SBX12EA SBX15EA

SBX12EA SBX15EA
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Electric Stacker 1.2/1.5tSBX12EA / SBX15EA





Safety foot switch avoids operators from misoperaton.

Automiatic braking and reverse current braking when foot switch is off or travel switch is neutral.

Emergency disconnector will cut off power source to avoid accident when the truck goes out of control.

Anti-rolling back brake keeps the truck from rolling down when the truck is travelling on ramp.

Dual monitoring power steering.
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With the new design of ergonomical tiller head, all buttons can be reached conveniently & comfortably.

With backrest cushion, spacious operation room and vibration absorber pedal, the operator feels more comfortable.

Side-open battery design for easy battery replacement and various aplications.

Electric power steering, smooth & comfortable (LPS).
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AC traction motor, maintenance free.

Hour meter and battery indicator remind the operator of battery charging.

Easily remove the back cover by only loosing four bolts; Access to all key components for inspection, 

maintenance and replacement.

Vertical motor makes the inspection & Service much more convenient.

Control system allows easy trouble-shooting.

Low voltage lift cut off design protects the battery.
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The innovative AC system offers strong power, accurate control, excellent performance.

High strength vertical gearbox, longer working life.

AMP connector and durable electric wires greatly reduce malfunctions of components.

Sturdy load wheel ensures stability.
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TBR30EA / TBR45EA Electric Tractor 3.0 / 4.5t
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OPTION

TBR30EA / TBR45EA
Electric Tractor 3.0 / 4.5t

TBR30EA TBR45EA

TBR30EA TBR45EA
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Electric Tractor 3.0/4.5tTBR30 / TBR45EA





Seat switch avoids wrong operation.

Automatic braking and reverse current braking when foot switch is off or travel switch is neutral.

Emergency disconnector will cut off power source to avoid accident when the truck goes out of control.

Water & dust-proof cover under traction motor can effectively extend motor life.

Hydraulic brake, reverse current brake and mechanical brake.
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Clear layout and spacious driving room.

Sear with suspension, more comfortable.

Steering wheel could be adjustable with big angles to meet operator’s needs.

Big pedal & long support arm makes it comfortable & safe.

The layout of steering wheel, brake, foot pedal, and other insturments are the same as the electrical forklift, 

which makes it convenient to operate.

Button at the rear of the tractor allows coast travel.
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AC traction motor.

Hour meter and battery indicator remind the operator of battery charging.

Easily remove the back cover by only loosing four bolts; Access to all key components for inspection, 

maintenance and replacement.

Control system allows easy trouble-shooting.

Low voltage lift cut off design protects the battery.
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The innovative AC system offers strong power, accurate control, 
excellent performance.

AMP connector and durable electric wires greatly reduce 

malfunctions of components.
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TBS60EA Electric Tractor 6.0t
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OPTION

TBS60EA

TBS60EA
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Electric Tractor 6.0tTBS60EA




